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Homily 3rd Sunday of Easter 2021 Was Jesus a Ghost 

 

Was Jesus just a Ghost? Or is he real? 

In the Gospel today, the disciples’ conversation was interrupted by Jesus showing up out 

of nowhere. They were startled and terrified and thought they were seeing a ghost. 

In classes I have taken after seminary, one of the reasons the Gospels are so believable 

is that they admit to the reality of doubts and confusion in the disciples. Think about it. 

When you hear a salesman talking about a product and saying basically that it is perfect 

and nothing possibly could go wrong, usually we start to think, “If it sounds too good to 

be true, then it probably is.” 

The Gospels however, admit to the disciples’ flaws:  Peter is stubborn and betrays Jesus. 

Often the disciples are slow to believe or they completely don’t get what Jesus is 

teaching. In the Gospel of Matthew, there is actually a story of a rumor circulating that 

Jesus didn’t rise from the dead, but that his body was stolen. The soldiers were bribed 

by religious authorities to spread this rumor. And we know that many people who 

witnessed Jesus’ teachings and miracles, did not actually believe in him. 

Why would the Gospels admit to these difficulties in believing? Wouldn’t it make the 

truths about Jesus’ life, death and resurrection harder to believe? YES! It would! 

However, the fact that the Gospels did not try to cover up these problematic realities 

actually leads us to believe that the Gospel writers were actually trying to give an honest 

witness of what actually happened, not just a pretty, flawless, ideal version. 

But a question remains: How do we know Jesus is real? 

We were not there. We are not eye witnesses. We are more like Thomas in last week’s 

Gospel where the disciples saw Jesus, but Thomas wasn’t there. So, when they tried to 

tell Thomas what happened, he would not believe unless he saw with his own eyes. 

When Jesus comes back so Thomas could see and touch him, he says, “Do you believe 

because you see me, Thomas, blessed are those who have not seen and have believed.” 

So how do we know the stories about Jesus are real? 

Or, are they just a fictional story? I spoke to the First Communion kids about the movie 

Frozen – you know the great story of the snow Queen Elsa and her sister Princess Anna 
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in Arendelle. But that is fiction. It is just a story, it’s not real. Now we learn some great 

lessons from the movie, we love the songs and we love the characters. (My favor is the 

talking snowman, Olaf!) But it is not real. 

Jesus, however, is a real person. We know he existed from historical books. We know 

that something incredible happened that started a movement of believers originally 

called “The Way” and then called “Christians” and eventually called the Catholic Church. 

We know it started with a small group in Israel and spread to many countries around the 

Mediterranean, then to Europe and Africa, then eventually to the North and South 

America and the rest of the globe. That this spread so rapidly indicates something very 

powerful happened.  

The Scriptures in the Gospels and in the Acts of the Apostles and letters of Paul and 

Peter emphasize the fact that there were eye witnesses who actually walked and talked 

and lived with Jesus during his missionary journey. There were people that heard him 

teach, witnessed the miracles, and eventually saw him die and be buried. And there 

were eye witnesses that saw him again alive as he appeared many times after the 

Resurrection and they eventually saw him ascend back to Heaven. 

Then these slow-to-understand witnesses, started to get it. They started to understand 

what Jesus had taught them and why he had to rise from the dead to save us. 

This fledging group, the newly born Church, kept these stories told by the eye witnesses, 

and eventually wrote them down in what we call, the New Testament. Every Sunday 

they would gather to tell the stories and imitate Jesus’ Last Supper command to “do this 

in memory of me.” They practiced loving and serving their neighbors as Jesus showed 

them. And they spoke the Gospel of Jesus to all who would listen, even if it meant they 

would be persecuted and killed. 

The courage of these witnesses passed the message from person to person, through the 

centuries. We call it the “Tradition,” from the Latin word “traditio,” meaning, “to hand 

on.” They handed on the stories of Jesus’ life and deeds and his teachings. They sought 

to follow him and imitate his holiness the best they could in everyday life. This tradition 

was passed generation to generation until it reaches us today. We have just spent 40 

days preparing in Lent and have celebrated the most important mysteries, the reason 

we are Christians today: Holy Week and Easter Sunday.  
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And today, we gather once again to tell the stories in our Scripture readings, we 

celebrate the Last Supper and speak the actually words Jesus spoke that day in the 

Upper Room with his disciples as he instituted the Eucharist.  Our Tradition has meaning 

and purpose. Our Tradition is all about remembering the powerful and world-changing 

events of Jesus’ life, death and Resurrection. Our Tradition makes these mysteries 

present again – or rather we become present at the foot of the Cross where Jesus gave 

his life to save us and bring us eternal life. 

Our Tradition is Real. Real people that walked with Jesus and heard his words and saw 

his deeds and shook his hand. Jesus was not a ghost. He is a real person that really died 

on the cross to show his unending love for us. He showed them the holes in his hands 

and feet from the nails. He even ate a piece of baked fish so they would not be afraid 

and realize he was not a ghost, but the same man who walked and talked and laughed 

and cried with them. 

Today we remember the love Jesus showed on the Cross. The unconditional love he has 

for you and for me. 

Today, we proclaim once again the truth of the Gospel. Let all the world know and make 

no mistake: Our Savior, Jesus Christ is real. And He is Risen! Alleluia! 


